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Beholding the Bare Land: A Discussion of Wallace
Stevens's "The Snow Man"
Helen F Maxson
One of the greatest American poets, Wallace Stevens 
(1879-1955), lived a double life. After studying at 
Harvard University, he took a job as a journalist on the 
New York Herald Tribune. From there, he went to New 
York Law School, and then into the practice of law. 
Ultimately, he came to work for the Hartford Accident 
and Indemnity Company, serving the company as vice- 
president for twenty-one years. It was the career of a 
successful businessman, a life spent in the world of 
finance and legality.
However, not many of Stevens’s business associates 
knew that their colleague was writing some of the finest 
verse in English of the twentieth century. He was a 
formal and modest man. Intimate with few, he did not 
discuss his literary life at work. Stevens once told a 
reporter that “it gives a man character as a poet to have 
this daily contact with a job” (qtd. in Ellman 244), but 
he lived most fully when he was apart from the routines 
of business, working in the world of language, images, 
and ideas.
That his two lives were so distinct from each other 
may have shaped Stevens’s thinking. Throughout his 
poetry, he sees the mind and the world as competitors, 
exploring the ways our imaginations can lighten or trans­
form the difficult realities we live with. From Stevens’s 
point of view, no fatherly God exists to tailor our lives 
more closely to our needs and desires. Like the many 
writers of the early part of this century who did not share 
the traditional religious faith of the previous century,
Stevens turned to art and the imagination to find a way 
to make sense of life. He believed that if we could first 
accept reality as it is, our imaginations could then, 
momentarily, transform it into what we want it to be. 
This strategy, Stevens thought, is available to us to use 
repeatedly, as long as we admit to ourselves that it does 
not have a permanent effect, and that between transfor­
mations we must go back to reality as it is without 
benefit of our imagined improvements. Stevens grants 
us only brief escapes from the difficulties of our lives, but 
in the world as he saw it, they are better than nothing.
In Stevens’s famous poem “The Snow Man” (1921), 
the image of a wide, bare land brings to mind the empti­
ness that can characterize our lives. The poem tells us 
that we must accept the emptiness, letting the land shape 
our minds before our minds can shape the land.
The Snow Man
One must have a mind of winter 
to regard the frost and the boughs 
Of the pine-trees crusted with snow;
And have been cold a long time 
To behold the junipers shagged with ice,
The spruces rough in the distant glitter
Of the January sun; and not to think 
Of any misery in the sound of the wind 
In the sound of a few leaves,
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W h ic h  is the sound o f the land
Full o f the sam e w in d
That is b lo w in g  in the sam e b a re  p lace
For the listener, w h o  listens in the snow,
A n d , nothing him self, beholds
N o th in g  that is not there a n d  the nothing that is.
( 1921)
The first six and a half lines of the poem tell us that 
we must take winter on its own terms, assuming 
“mind[s] of winter” and being “cold a long time.” Once 
we do, we can appreciate the beauty that winter 
possesses: the crust of snow, the shagging of ice, the
“distant glitter/ Of the . . . sun.” Already, our willing­
ness to accept reality has given us a transforming 
perspective on it.
Then the transforming accelerates. The poem is one 
long sentence. In its more slowly-paced beginning, the 
sentence is broken by two semi-colons, each bringing 
the reader to a near stop. But once we appreciate the 
beauty of the January sun, the pace of the sentence picks 
up to an unbroken flow punctuated only by the brief 
commas. The flow of the sentence, speeding up as it 
goes, evokes both the power of the wind that is “blowing 
in the same bare place” and the power of the imagina­
tion that is transforming it so that, for the listener in the 
snow, it contains no misery. Either way, it is a trans­
forming energy, one unfriendly and one benevolent; the 
poem’s beauty suggests that benevolence prevails.
In fact, Stevens’s poetry makes the bare land beau­
tiful. The “few leaves,” the “land/Full o f . . . wind” the 
“bare place,” are all clear, elegant images that are some­
what romanticized by the wild scene they are part of,
and they pick up an extra vitality from the flowing, 
rhythmic language that describes them. Such is the 
power of poetry, and Stevens is using it to illustrate the 
power of the imagination that is the subject of the poem.
From the start, the poem has been about perception, 
using verbs like “regard” and “behold,” and talking 
about sound and listening. In the last stanza of the 
poem, the focus shifts from the land to the “listener” in 
the snow, as though the power of the wind and the imag­
ination leads us, at its strongest, back to the perceiver 
who, even though he has adopted a mind of winter, 
shapes the scene in adopting it. He is the focal point of 
the poem, in a sense its source as well as its climax. 
Because “the listener who listens in the snow” has acqui­
esced to the bare landscape, accepting it on its own 
terms, he is “nothing himself.” He “beholds/Nothing 
that is not there,” inventing nothing. But when he 
beholds “the nothing that is,” he is granted a little bonus 
by the imagination. The phrase can be read in two ways. 
On one hand, the listener beholds emptiness: the noth­
ingness that is there. But on the other hand, when he 
beholds this nothingness, he sees it as a presence, and 
understands, rather than suffers, from it. It is one of the 
glimpses beyond the empty world that imagination, 
when it accepts the empty world, can give us.
Not much of an escape, it is true. But this poem 
emphasizes only half of Stevens’s imaginative strategy: 
the process of becoming a man of snow when one is 
standing in the snow—the process, that is, of adapting 
one’s self to one’s reality. In other poems, Stevens 
emphasizes the imaginative power one can exert over 
one’s reality as a result of that adaptation. In “The Snow 
Man,” the landscape stays empty, even though we come 
to find beauty in it. But in the two final stanzas of “Tea
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at the Palaz of Hoon,” the speaker has a much more 
dramatic effect on his world.
Out of my mind the golden ointment rained,
And my ears made the blowing hymns they heard.
I was myself the compass of that sea.
I was the world in which I walked, and what I saw 
Or heard or felt came not but from myself;
And there I found myself more truly and more strange.
The speaker envisions himself as a king, and his mind 
produces not only the perspective from which he sees his 
world, but also the royal elements of that world, the 
golden ointment and hymns. As compass of that world, 
the speaker is the standard by which all of it is circum­
scribed and understood. In fact, so much does the world 
adapt itself to his imaginings, that he becomes the world 
in which he walked. Everything that he perceives there 
comes from him—there is no reality outside himself to 
adapt to.
Furthermore, in transforming his world, the speaker 
transforms even himself. Just as he is the awed audience 
of the world made by his imagination, he becomes the 
audience of his new self: “I found myself . . . ” He is 
both creator and created. In a sense, then, he has 
adapted himself to himself. The changes involved, are 
both true, in the sense that they impose nothing alien on 
him, and strange, in the sense that they change him to fit 
himself better. Thus he tells us that in the world he has 
made “ I found myself more truly and more strange.”
The two extremes of adapting one’s self to one’s 
world and recreating one’s world with one’s imagination 
are treated in countless ways throughout Stevens’s 
poetry, along with countless descriptions of a balance 
between the two. On one hand, Stevens’s view of life is
a bleak one: our deepest desires and needs are routinely 
frustrated. On the other, in its determination and imag­
inative energy his verse celebrates the power of desire 
over life, praising it to his reader in terms of beauty and 
hope.
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